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The word serious isn't in Dr. Shepard's vocabulary - at least not when it comes to relationships. He

has all of the seriousness and drama he needs on the floor of the Emergency Department at St.

Luke's Hospital. But when feisty first-class flirt Harlow Paige comes into his ER, he might contract

something he's never encountered. Look out, Scott.... Love is contagious. Contains mature themes.
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Dr. ER(otic) is the 2nd book in a 3 book docu-series about a reality TV show that focuses on a

hospital. More specifically, they focus on 3 doctors. DonÃ¢Â€Â™t hate me, but I started out of order.

I know, I know, itÃ¢Â€Â™s a freaking cardinal rule. BUT to be fair, I had forgotten that I

hadnÃ¢Â€Â™t read the first book.giphy.gifMax Monroe is an author duo that writes rom-coms and

this book was definitely one of them. I laughed so hard at some parts that I had legit tears coming

out of my eyes. Scott and Harlow have a love-hate relationship. He loves and she hates. Honestly,

we can all relate. They go back and forth throughout the book and it is beyond obvious that they

need to get together. But of course Max Monroe (whichever one of you demons that decided to

throw that plot twist in there) had to run us through a loop before I got my beautiful happy ending

that I waited 4 eager hours for. The final book in this trilogy comes out on August 29th and I cannot

WAIT to get my hands on it!Job well done, Max Monroe. A job well done.

This was a fantastic book. I loved both Low and Scott. That cover portrays Scott perfectly. This book



was so much better than the first one of this series. M&M are back! I love love all their books and I

can say this could be my top one. I never really had a book boyfriend but Scott is it for me. The story

line was well developed. It was great plot, especially because the little hiccup at the end was not

about them breaking up and making up, as per usual in romance books, but it was about them

working together to find a solution. LOVED it, please keep them coming!!!

I loved how sweet and funny this book was. I loved Scott's personality, his charm and ridiculous

warmups, lol. His hips definitely don't lie xD Harlow was perfect for him since the begging. Their

chemistry and how antagonistic their humour was... It was sexy but also hilarious. Almost as

hilarious as Harlow's dad hanging out with Scott's mom in certain chapter. The final moments were

intense. I enjoyed every second of suspense and how the authors resolved the story. Can't wait to

read Dr. NEUROtic !

Only Max Monroe has the ability to make their readers laugh out loud and swoon from their

characters at the same time.Every book I've read of theirs I'm instantly want to be in it , this dou is

the most hilarious authors I've ever come across, I love every page thay wrote , and if you never

read any of their books your in serious need of catching up because every page is fun even the sad

parts so do yourself a favor a start reading this book or any of thires.

Max Monroe never fails to make me laugh, cry, and swoon! I loved this second installment of the St.

Luke's series. Scott is an amazing doctor, and an even more amazing ladies man. Harlowe is a

sassy gossip journalist who crosses paths with Dr. ERotic under the most embarrassing of

circumstances. Insults fly as well as the sparks in this humorous and heart-tugging story! Looking

forward to the next one!!

Scott and Harlow have amazing chemistry. I really enjoyed the banter and sarcastic nature between

these two. They were a lot of fun to read. The dynamic between their jobs, how they met & stayed in

each other's lives was so entertaining. I loved the drama circulating around them. It kept me

engaged in their story the whole way through. I look forward to the next story in this series.

OMG, this was a great story. We learned fairly quickly that Scott is a nice guy.Harlow is fun and

snarky and a bit edgy.Scott's mom is great,Harlows dad,a sweetheart.But as soon as Brent and

Pam were introduced,I knew I didn't like or trust them. Then the story exploded.This is really a great



series. Absolutely love it! Dr. Neuro is pre ordered..Can hardly wait!!!!

Awesome read!Loved this store about a Dr. and a gossip columnist, who both have no intentions of

being In a relationship, but end up finding each other, and doing so just the same.I laughed, I cried, I

shouted out omg, so many times that my husband started too think i was losing it.Can't wait for the

next book, and hopefully many more to come.
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